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Abstract 

Graphical User Interface, which is known as GUI, is a way for a person to 
communicate and interact with a system through icons or other visual 
indicators. A well designed and intuitive user interface is critical to the success 
of a system since it encourages a natural interaction between a user and a 
system, thus conveying information more clearly and efficiently to the user. 

The aim of this study is to design and develop a user interface that is used in a 
financial technology company in their credit risk assessment process. The 
current user interface contains a visualization of an individual credit 
assessment flow together with a lot of data that is generated in the process. 
Some of the data is not properly visualized, which leads to confusion among end 
users. 

In order to optimize the user experience, a user-centered design approach was 
used combined with a heuristic evaluation. A new user interface was designed 
and implemented and according to the heuristic evaluation result, the usability 
was greatly improved. The new interface is able to help the company to visualize 
their credit risk assessment process in a better way and facilitate credit officers 
to make credit decisions. The result could also provide insights to other 
companies or organizations in presenting their data more clearly and 
effectively. 

 
Keywords 
user interface, user experience, usability, data visualization, GUI, front-end 
development, credit risk assessment 
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Abstrakt 

Grafiskt användargränssnitt, som även kallas GUI, är ett sätt för en person att 
kommunicera och interagera med ett system genom ikoner eller andra visuella 
indikatorer. Ett väl utformat och intuitivt användargränssnitt är avgörande för 
framgången för ett system, eftersom det uppmuntrar till en naturlig interaktion 
mellan en användare och ett system och därmed förmedlar information 
tydligare och effektivare till användaren. 

Syftet med denna studie är att designa och utveckla ett användargränssnitt som 
används i ett finansiellt teknikföretag i deras kreditriskbedömningsprocess. Det 
nuvarande användargränssnittet innehåller en visualisering av ett individuellt 
kreditbedömningsflöde tillsammans med mycket data som genereras i 
processen. En del av data är inte korrekt visualiserade, vilket leder till förvirring 
bland slutanvändare. 

För att optimera användarupplevelsen användes en användarcentrerad 
designmetod i kombination med en heuristisk utvärdering. Ett nytt 
användargränssnitt designades och implementerades och enligt det heuristiska 
utvärderingsresultatet förbättrades användbarheten kraftigt. Det nya 
gränssnittet kan hjälpa företaget att visualisera sin 
kreditriskbedömningsprocess på ett bättre sätt och underlätta kreditansvariga 
att fatta kreditbeslut. Resultatet kan också ge andra företag eller organisationer 
insikter om att presentera sina uppgifter tydligare och mer effektivt. 

 
Nyckelord 
användargränssnitt, användarupplevelse, användbarhet, datavisualisering, 
GUI, front-end-utveckling, kreditriskbedömning 
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1 Introduction 

Creating a good user interface is easier said than done, because it is not just 
about picking buttons and choosing colors. It is more about the interaction 
between users and the application and how to clearly and effectively convey 
information to end users. The requirement of a good user interface today is not 
just about how it looks, but rather about how it works. Do the users get the 
functionalities they need? Can they do things easily and effectively? Do they 
want to continue to use the system? All those things need to be considered when 
designing the user interface [1]. 

So how do we define a user interface as being good or bad? There are many rules 
and principles available, but generally a good user interface provides a user-
friendly experience, which allows the user to carry out their actions easily and 
efficiently, while a poorly designed user interface can be hard to understand 
and cause confusion to end users. Therefore, the most important part in the 
design process is the user. According to Holtzblatt and Beyer, “all innovation 
has to start with an understanding of the user, with a real-world problem to 
solve.” Any good design needs an in-depth understanding of user’s needs, 
opinions and attitudes in order to identify the most useful and favorite features 
that the user want [2].  

The focus of this thesis is to design and develop a user interface using user-
centered design approach in order to support the end users’ task and goals more 
efficiently and effectively, thus providing a more satisfying user experience. 

1.1 Background 

Anyfin is a financial technology company based and located in Stockholm, 
Sweden. Anyfin was founded in 2017 and strives to help people to refinance 
their existing loans. With extensive experience in consumer finance, credit risk 
assessment and technological development, they want to change and challenge 
the current financial services by offering a customer centric experience. 

Anyone with a private loan, a credit card or an installment plan can use their 
service to refinance their current agreement. By uploading a picture of personal 
loan statement or by logging into the current loan provider, Anyfin is able to 
establish the customer risk with the help of artificial intelligence and modern 
mobile technology, thus offering a lower interest alternative to the customer. If 
the customer is satisfied with the offer, he or she can accept the new offer and 
the company will take care of the existing loan for them. 
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1.2 Problem 

Credit risk refers to the risk of loss due to a borrower’s failure or inability to 
make payments on a consumer credit product, such as a personal loan, an 
installment plan or any other type of debt. Credit risk assessment is a process 
to measure, predict and control losses by understanding the risk levels 
associated with certain borrowers. This process has long been a challenge for 
financial organizations since the borrowers’ economic situation may change 
over time and thus making it difficult to fully determine the individual credit 
risk. Moreover, credit risk is always associated with other risks which makes 
credit risk management a critical component of the long term success of any 
financial institution [3]. 

In order to manage credit risk more effectively, financial institutions need to 
leverage a lot of consumer data, since data is often the basis of credit risk 
decisions. Therefore, how to visualize and present those data to credit officers 
becomes an essential part in the process. Currently, Anyfin’s credit risk 
assessment flow is dynamically generated based on the details of individual 
application and is visualized as a flow chart. However, the large amount of data 
in the flow makes the end user – credit officers confused in making their 
decisions. So Anyfin would like to investigate ways to better visualize their 
credit risk assessment flow and develop a better user interface, which gives 
more insight into credit risk management. 

The current problem leads us to the following research question: 

RQ: How to design a user interface suitable for credit risk management? 

1.3 Purpose 

This thesis aims to investigate ways to optimize a user interface in order to 
present complex data more intuitively and effectively to end users, thus leading 
to a better user experience.  

With the intention to gain a deeper understanding in the subject, a case study 
was carried out, where a credit risk assessment user interface was re-designed 
and implemented. The results will be able to help the main stakeholder – Anyfin 
to optimize their credit risk assessment process by increasing the usability of 
their internal system. Furthermore, the optimized user interface will provide a 
better user experience to their credit officers, thus facilitating them in their 
decision making process. 
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The results could also benefit other companies or organizations who have large 
amounts of data or complex data structure to visualize and would like to 
improve their user experience by presenting data in a more clear and effective 
way. 

1.4 Thesis outline  

The remainder of the thesis is structured as below: 

• Chapter 2 presents some necessary theoretical background to fully 
understand the rest of the study. 

• Chapter 3 gives an overview of the methodologies used in this study, 
including the scientific approach, the project management method and 
the technical choices respectively. 

• Chapter 4 describes the design and implementation process of the user 
interface, the result is also presented in this chapter. 

• Chapter 5 describes how evaluation is carried out as well as the 
evaluation result. 

• Chapter 6 contains a discussion of the findings in this study and answers 
to the research question. 
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2 Theoretical Background 

This chapter describes the theoretical background of this study, which includes 
design principles and guidelines, front-end web technologies and credit risk 
management. Some related works covering relevant studies are also presented. 
The theoretical background gives the reader a basic understanding of the 
concepts involved in this study. 

2.1 Design principles and guidelines for user interface 

Design principles and guidelines are useful tools when it comes to designing a 
user interface. They are fundamental points of advice and recommendations for 
making an easy-to-use, efficient and user friendly interface. With the 
accumulated knowledge and experience of researchers, design principles and 
guidelines can provide clear and helpful instructions to designers and 
developers. 

2.1.1 The 10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design 

One of the most used principles for interaction design is the 10 usability 
heuristics developed by Jakob Nielsen together with Rolf Molich in 1990. The 
final set of heuristics was released by Nielsen in 1994 [4]. 

1. Visibility of system status 

The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, 
through appropriate feedback within reasonable time. 

2. Match between system and the real world 

The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases and 
concepts familiar to the user, rather than system- oriented terms. Follow 
real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural and 
logical order.  

3. User control and freedom  

Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly 
marked “emergency exit” to leave the unwanted state without having to 
go through an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.  

4. Consistency and standards  

Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or 
actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions.  

5. Error prevention  
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Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents 
a problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone 
conditions or check for them and present users with a confirmation 
option before they commit to the action.  

6. Recognition rather than recall  

Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, actions, and 
options visible. The user should not have to remember information from 
one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system 
should be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.  

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use  

Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user -- may often speed up the 
interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to both 
inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent 
actions.  

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design 

Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely 
needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the 
relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibility. 

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors 

Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), 
precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution. 

10. Help and documentation 

Even though it is better if the system can be used without 
documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. 
Any such information should be easy to search, focused on the user's 
task, list concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large. 

2.2 Front-end web technologies 

Front-end is a term that involves the structure, design, behavior and everything 
else you see on the screen when you interact with web applications. Front-end 
development is mainly about the implementation of webpages and user 
interfaces for web applications, and the technologies has changed impressively 
over the last few years. We will have a brief overview of the main technologies 
below. 
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2.2.1 HTML 

HTML stands for HyperText Markup Language and is the most basic building 
block of the web. It describes the meaning and structure of a web page and is 
consisted of a series of elements. Those elements are tags that are used to 
annotate text, images and other content in a web browser and the browser can 
render the content of the page according to the tags. An HTML tag consists of 
the element name surrounded by “<” and “>”. For example, a <header> tag tells 
the browser that the content of this tag should be rendered as header [5]. 

2.2.2 CSS 

CSS is an abbreviation of Cascading Style Sheets and is used to describe how 
HTML elements should be rendered on screen. CSS is not only associated with 
HTML, but can be used with any XML-based markup language including 
XHTML, XML, SVG, etc. CSS enables the separation of presentation and 
content, which provides more flexibility for developers since it can control the 
layout of multiple web pages and different type of screens at once [6]. 

There are basically three ways to add CSS to HTML elements, which are inline, 
internal and external. An inline CSS is usually used to apply a unique style to a 
single HTML element; an internal CSS is used to define a style for a single 
HTML page; whereas an external CSS is used to define the style of many HTML 
pages, thus becoming the most common way to add CSS [7]. An external CSS is 
normally kept in separate CSS files and imported to any HTML page, which 
makes it reusable and easier to maintain. 

2.2.3 JavaScript 

JavaScript is a lightweight, interpreted, or just-in-time compiled programming 
language, and also the most well-known scripting language for web pages. 
JavaScript enables interactive web pages and is used to provide a more user 
friendly experience. These includes dynamically update and change both HTML 
and CSS, calculate and validate data on web pages, manipulate graphics, 
animations, interactive maps, video players and more. JavaScript is supported 
by most web browsers including Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Internet Explorer, etc 
[8]. 

JavaScript conforms to the ECMAScript specification and is so far the most 
popular implementation of the standard. ECMAScript (ES) is a scripting 
language specification standardized by ECMA International and is commonly 
used for client-side scripting on the World Wide Web. ECMAScript defines the 
standard of JavaScript and has evolved a lot in the past decade. The most recent 
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edition of ECMAScript is ECMAScript 2019 (also known as ES10) which was 
published in June 2019 [9]. 

2.2.4 React 

React is a JavaScript library for building user interfaces. It is maintained by 
Facebook and a community of individual developers and companies and is used 
for single page or mobile applications development. React is open source and 
under the MIT license, which means the source code is freely available to its 
users and anyone can modify the program and distribute their own versions. 
React allows developers to create web applications which can dynamically 
change the current page without reloading from the server. Therefore, React is 
suitable to build fast and scalable user interfaces [10].  

React uses JSX instead of regular JavaScript. JSX allows HTML-like syntax co-
exist with JavaScript so that we can write HTML-like structures in the same file 
as we write JavaScript. React has unidirectional data flow, which means any 
changes you make to the model affect the view, but not the other way around, 
but the view can pass a callback function so that it can affect the model. Another 
feature that makes React unique is that it uses virtual DOM (Document Object 
Model) instead of the regular DOM. A virtual DOM looks at the difference 
between the previous and current HTML and only updates the required part, 
whereas a regular DOM updates the entire DOM tree when there are changes. 
Those features leads to a better performance of the application and also user 
experience [11]. 

2.2.5 Semantic UI React 

Semantic UI is a modern CSS framework which provides a sleek and flat design 
look and a lightweight experience. The goal of the framework is to create a 
language to share UI between developers and designers. Semantic UI React is a 
React integration of the original Semantic UI library [12]. Semantic UI React 
provides many prebuilt components that we can use to quickly develop a user 
interface while building a React application. 

2.2.6 Dagre 

Dagre is a JavaScript library which makes it easy to plot directed graphs on the 
client-side. Dagre makes it possible to draw medium sized graphs quickly, 
without having to adopt more algorithms. Only basic information is needed to 
plot graphs and they can be rendered with any technology, which makes it 
flexible to use [13]. 
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2.2.7 Git 

Git is a version control system for tracking changes in code during software 
development. With Git any changes in any type of files can be tracked, which 
makes an easier environment for developers since you have a full history of all 
changes and can easily revert back to an earlier version for some reason. Git 
also simplifies the process of working within a team and makes it easy to 
collaborate with each other [14]. In order to do collaborations on projects, a 
remote Git repository is needed. Each collaborator has access to the remote 
repository, from which they can pull code. A remote repository also serves as a 
backup of the source code, even if you have a hard drive failure in your 
computer. There are many providers of Git hosting services, such as GitHub, 
GitLab, BitBucket, etc. 

One of the biggest advantages of Git is its capabilities to create branches. Each 
developer in the team can get their own local repository, with a full history of 
all the commits. They can work on a feature until they are satisfied and then a 
pull request can be made to initiate discussion around the work. After code 
review, the branch can be merged into master branch. 

2.3 Credit risk management 

2.3.1 The importance of credit risk management 

A credit risk is the risk that may arise due to a borrower’s failure to make 
payments on any type of debt. When a borrower fails to make required 
payments to the lender, the lender loses revenue. Therefore, all financial 
institutions must calculate credit risk in order to make decisions on loan 
applications. 

Credit risk management is the practice of mitigating losses and increasing 
profits by understanding a borrower’s capital and loan loss reserves. This 
process has long been a challenge for financial institutions due to unreliable 
data and insufficient management, which makes it an essential factor for the 
long term success of any financial institutions [15]. 

The major benefit of credit risk management is to reduce revenue losses, 
especially when there is financial crisis or other unstable factors. Credit risk 
management allows the executive team have a better understanding of your 
potential clients and risk tolerance, which leads to an overall performance 
improvement and a competitive advantage [16]. 
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2.3.2 Challenges to credit risk management 

Given the importance of credit risk management, there is currently no 
standardized method used by financial institutions for the assessment of credit 
risk. Credit risk management faces the following challenges [17]: 

1. Inefficient data management 

Credit risk management solutions associate with a large amount of data. 
All the data needs to be securely stored, updated in real time, and the 
analysts can easily locate, categorize and search data based on a variety 
of criteria. 

2. Limited risk modelling framework 

Most risk modelling framework only examine the risk qualities posed by 
a single entity. An infrastructure which can generate complex, 
meaningful risk measures to get a big picture of risk is needed.  

3. Lacking risk tools 

In order to see the big picture, financial institutions should be able to 
quickly and clearly identify portfolio concentrations or re-grade 
portfolios. 

4. Cumbersome reporting 

Manual, spreadsheet-based reporting processes are very cumbersome. 
Modern financial institutions must present data in a clean and intuitive 
way so that analysts can get the most important information. 

2.3.3 Credit risk management process 

There is no standardized process for credit risk management, different 
institutions have their own unique process to identify and quantify credit risk. 
A few basic steps are listed below [18]: 

1. Check potential customers’ credit scores 

A powerful indication of the potential customers’ risk are their credit 
scores. Checking credit score can help financial institution evaluate 
credit risk and reduce fraud. The key is to get the most current 
information to make the right decision. 

2. Draft credit lending terms 

The agreement is very important when generating sales with customers. 
Financial institutions should include a clear and comprehensive terms of 
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credit in their agreement so that the risk of disputes can be minimized 
and the chances of getting paid on time are improved. 

3. Build good customer relationships 

In order to effectively manage credit risk, financial institutions should 
build a long-term, trusted relationship with customers. It is essential that 
you know your customers’ attitudes and expectations. 

4. Develop a standard process for overdue accounts 

A standard policy is needed so that financial institutions can safeguard 
themselves against non-payment. Usually the chances of collections are 
highest within the first 90 days of an overdue account. 

2.4 Related works 

As we have mentioned above, given the fact that credit risk management and 
assessment involve many different factors and currently there is no standard 
process for this, most financial institutions have their own process of assessing 
credit risk. Therefore, there are no studies covering the specific topic of 
designing user interface for credit risk assessment. However, some studies 
regarding how to design a suitable user interface and how to visualize data in 
credit risk management have been found and are presented below. 

Chadia Abras, Diane Maloney Krichmar and Jenny Preece mentioned in their 
paper “User-Centered Design that user interface design is not always intuitive 
and sometimes it makes the user feel frustrated to complete a simple task [19]. 
Some instructions lead to misunderstanding and users end up stop using the 
system. They discussed some principals to improve the usability of the design: 

• Make it easy to determine what actions are possible at any moment 

• Make things visible, the user should be able to figure out how to use the 
system by seeing the right devices for executing an operation. 

• Make it easy to evaluate the current state of the system 

• Follow natural mappings between intentions and the required actions. 
Use graphics to make things understandable 

• Make sure not to overload the memory of the user. One average user is 
able to remember five things at a time. 

• Make use of the power of constraints to give user the feel that there is 
one thing to do. 
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• Plan for any possible error and allow user to recover from any possible 
error. 

Chadia Abras et al. also emphasized the importance of placing the user at the 
center of the design and involving the user in the design process. People who 
actually use the system, who occasionally use the system and those persons who 
will be affected by the use of the system are all identified as stakeholders. A 
thorough investigation of their needs and expectations has to be conducted by 
designers and then designers can develop design solutions. The initial design 
solutions can be simple paper and pencil drawings that are used for discussion 
with users. As the design cycle progresses, prototypes can be produced and 
tested by users. At this point, designer should measure usability regarding the 
design’s effectiveness, efficiency, learnability, memorability, etc. The design can 
be refined by an iterative process where users’ feedback is considered. 

Mehna Raissi and Grace Wang presented in their paper “Data Visualization in 
Credit Risk Management: A Snapshot” that due to the competitive 
environment, financial institutions are finding new ways to transform their 
data into business insights and opportunities. Visual communication is a new 
trend in credit risk management [20]. 

Mehna Raissi et al. discussed the importance of leveraging data assets in credit 
risk management and the challenges in this process. Data quality is one of the 
top challenges since the quality declines dramatically as the volume and sources 
of data grow. However, the correctness and reliability of data is critical for credit 
risk assessment. Furthermore, the newly developed business groups result in 
different organizational structures, which makes it difficult to collect data 
across the organization. The fragmented data leads to an incomplete view of 
credit risk. 

The authors have also pointed out that traditional financial institutions usually 
rely on IT and third party consultants for data management and decision 
support, but an increasing trend is to develop visualization tools to analyze and 
get more insight from their data. Since by using proper data visualization 
method, information can be communicated more clearly and efficiently to 
users. The commonly used visualization graphics are data plots, tables, charts, 
etc. Effective visualization makes complex data more accessible, 
understandable and usable. 
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3 Methods and Methodology 

This chapter describes the research strategy and methodologies that are used 
in this study, which includes the scientific method, the project method and the 
technical method. The scientific method is how we systemically advance the 
study through inquiry. The project method describes how we keep the project 
within budget and at the same time deliver value. The technical method covers 
how frameworks and libraries are chosen in the study. 

3.1 Scientific method 

3.1.1 Polya’s four steps approach 

Polya’s four steps is a problem solving approach which provides a general 
method for solving different kinds of problems. It was first described in George 
Polya’s book “How to solve it” in 1945 and was initially designed to solve 
mathematical problems for students [21]. This approach has later become a 
universal method for solving scientific problems and has inspired many 
scientists in their publications.  

Step	1:	Understand	the	problem	

The first step in this approach is to fully understand the problem. One can only 
get the right results by clearly understanding what needs to be solved. You can 
ask yourself the following questions: 

• What are you asked to find? 
• Can you describe the problem in your own words? 
• Can you think of a picture or a diagram that may help you understand 

the problem? 
• Do you get enough information to find the solution? 
• Do you need to ask any questions? 

Step	2:	Design	a	plan	for	solving	the	problem	

According to Polya, there are many different ways to solve problems. The more 
problems you solve, the better you become when choosing the right strategy. 
Some of the most common strategies are: 

• Make an orderly list 
• Eliminate possibilities 
• Consider special cases 
• Draw a picture 
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• Use a model 
• Be creative 

Step	3:	Carry	out	the	plan	

Once you have a plan for solving the problem, you just have to try it out and see 
if it leads to a solution. According to Polya, this step is easier than the previous 
one. All you need to do is to persist with the plan you have chosen. If it does not 
work out as expected, start over and try another approach. Even if an approach 
does not work, it does not mean that you did it wrong, it is part of the 
elimination process, and it often gives you insight on how to solve the problem. 

Step	4:	Look	back	

Once you have a potential solution, you can look back to see if it works. Polya 
mentions in his book that by taking the time to reflect what you have done, what 
worked and what didn’t work, you can gain a lot and predict approach to solve 
future problems. Some of the following questions can be used in self reflection. 

• Did you answer the question? 
• Is your result reasonable? 
• Is there any other way of solving the problem which might be simpler? 
• Can the method be generalized so that it will be useful for future 

problems? 

3.1.2 Application of Polya’s approach in this project 

With the intention of optimizing Anyfin’s current credit risk assessment 
interface, and thus finding the answer to the research question, Polya’s method 
was applied. The whole study was carried out in four steps. 

Step	1:	Understand	the	current	user	interface	

The first step in this study was to get a better understanding of the current 
design problem. In this process, it was essential to really understand the users’ 
problems, goals and preferences. This was done by meeting and interviewing 
the users of the system to find out what they value, what kind of features they 
need and the limitation of the current system. The information collected during 
the interview was used as the starting point to re-design the interface. 

A heuristic evaluation was also carried out in this step to find the usability 
problems in the original user interface. The heuristics used were chosen from 
Jakob Nielsen’s 10 heuristics. The problems found were rated with severity 
levels so that the work can be prioritized in solving usability problems. 
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Step	2:	Re-design	the	user	interface	

The second step was to re-design the user interface for better usability and user 
experience. The design approach used in this study was User-Centered Design 
(UCD). Since many interfaces are designed with a focus on business goals and 
technological features instead of the most important part, the end user. So when 
designing the user interface in this project, we think from the users’ perspective 
by involving them throughout the design process and listening to their 
opinions. 

Generally, UCD is an iterative approach and there are four phases in each 
iteration. First of all, the designer tries to understand user needs and in which 
context they may use the system. Thereafter, the users’ requirements are 
identified and specified. Then the designer gives design suggestions and the 
design is evaluated by the end users. The outcomes of the evaluation are used 
to check if the design matches the users’ context and requirements. The 
designer continues with further iterations of the four phases until the result is 
satisfactory [22]. By sharing early ideas to end users to get feedback, and then 
making adjustments and refinements, the design was continuously improved. 

Step	3:	Implement	the	design	

The third step was to implement the design, which means to translate the 
design into HTML, CSS and JavaScript. In this process, the techniques and 
frameworks used in the current system had to be considered so that the new 
user interface could be integrated in the system without introducing much 
overhead. By showing the implementation to end users and observing how they 
interact with it, the user interface was further refined. 

Step	4:	Evaluation	

The final step of this study was to look back and evaluate the user interface that 
had been developed. A heuristic evaluation was carried out in this step to test 
the usability of the interface. Jakob Nielsen’s 10 Usability Heuristics were used 
as guidelines for evaluation.  

3.2 Project method 

When starting a project, it is important to clearly understand customer’s 
requirements and priority so that we can rank our tasks in the right order. It 
also helps us to understand the budget of the project and make sure we deliver 
value according to the prioritized task list. There are many different 
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prioritization techniques, but one of the most popular techniques in software 
development is the MoSCoW method.  

3.2.1 MoSCoW method 

The method was first proposed by Dai Clegg and Richard Barker in their paper 
“Case Method Fast-Track: A RAD Approach” as a development method for 
dynamic systems [23]. It has been widely adopted later in many areas including 
business analysis, project management and software development. MoSCow is 
an acronym derived from the first letter and represents the four categories when 
determining priorities: Must have, Should have, Could have and Won’t have. 

3.2.2 Application of MoSCoW method in this project 

The MoSCoW method is very useful in this project since we have a limited time 
budget and it is important to create a prioritized list of requirements. The 
prioritizations in this study are listed as follows. 

Must have 
• Deliver a scientific report which meets the requirement of the course 

II142X at KTH. 
• Design a better user interface for Anyfin which can present the credit risk 

assessment data in a more efficient manner. 

Should have 
• Implement the design for Anyfin so that the credit officers can have a 

better user experience in making decisions. 

Could have 
• Iteratively optimize the user interface to achieve better result. 

Won’t have 
• Integrate the result into Anyfin’s current internal system. 

3.3 Technical method 

3.3.1 Choice of frameworks and libraries 

In order to implement the new user interface and present credit risk assessment 
data more clearly and efficiently to credit officers, different JavaScript libraries 
were used. When choosing JavaScript libraries, the main consideration is the 
technologies that are currently using for the internal website. We tried to use 
the same libraries partly because it would be easier to integrate the interface 
into the system later, and also because we don’t want to introduce too much 
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overhead which may affect the performance of the website. The chosen 
JavaScript libraries for this project were React, Semantic UI React, and Dagre. 
Git was used for version control and the application was stored in Anyfin’s 
GitHub respository. 
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4  Design and development of the user interface 

This chapter describes the design and development process of the user 
interface. The final result is also presented here. 

4.1 Identification of the current design problems 

In order to optimize the credit risk assessment flow visualization, it is crucial to 
fully understand the original user interface so that we can solve existing 
problems. First of all, some end users were interviewed and their opinions could 
be summarized as follows: 

• Some data overflows the body of the table. 
• Some complex data is not properly visualized and is not readable. 
• It is difficult to find specific values, the user has to go through the flow 

chart and all values in the data table. 

A heuristic evaluation on the original user interface was also carried out to find 
more usability problems and rate them with severity. The result of the 
evaluation can be found in Chapter 5. Jakob Nielsen’s 10 heuristics were used 
as guidelines. A detailed description of the usability problems is presented 
below. 

Figure 1 shows that the initial user interface consisted of three parts: the left 
navigation menu which helps the user to browse through all the steps in the 
flow; a flow chart in the middle which represents the credit risk assessment 
flow; and the table showing all the underlying information associated with each 
node on the right side of the page. 

• Aesthetic and minimalist design 

According to Jakob Nielsen, the user interface should not contain 
information that is rarely needed or redundant, it should only present 
necessary and useful information to the user, because important things can 
easily get lost if they are surrounded by too much information, so it is best 
to keep things simple. Looking at the original user interface (Figure 1), the 
left navigation menu and the flow chart contain pretty much the same 
information, which is a bit redundant. It also causes the detailed node 
information has too little room, which leads to the fact that some of the 
values overflow the page. 

• Match between system and the real world 
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The 10 usability heuristics tell us that the system should speak the user’s 
language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user rather than 
system-oriented terms. So the user interface should be based on ideas and 
concepts that users are familiar with, and are consistent with the real world. 
In the original user interface, some of node associated information is not 
properly visualized. From Figure 2, we can see that some of the more 
complexed underlying information is shown as [object Object]. This is 
programming terms that are not readable to end users, which makes them 
quite confusing. 

• Recognition rather than recall 

The system should minimize the user’s memory load by making objects, 
actions, and options visible according to the usability heuristics. The user 
should not have to remember information and instructions should be visible 
or easily retrievable. With the large amount of data in the credit risk 
assessment process, the user may have difficulty finding all the information 
needed for making decisions. In order to find some specific information, the 
user either has to remember where the information is located, or has to go 
through all the nodes to find it, which is a quite tedious process. 

• Flexibility and efficiency of use 

According to Jakob Nielsen, the system should cater to both inexperienced 
and experienced users, allow users to tailor frequent actions. Given the fact 
that some users are experts, some are novices, they won’t have the same 
abilities. The current user interface contains a large amount of data 
associated with the credit risk assessment flow. An inexperienced user may 
have difficulty understanding all the information, which makes the system 
less clear to use. 
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Fig. 1. The original credit risk assessment user interface 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. The original user interface with not properly visualized information 
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4.2 Design and implementation of the new user interface 

The new user interface was designed and developed based on the problems 
discussed above. When designing the new interface, use experience and 
usability were the most important considerations throughout the entire process. 
Jakob Nielsen’s usability principles were used as guidelines, so that the design 
can match users’ expectations. 

• Aesthetic and minimalist design 

When designing the user interface, we should always strive to minimalistic, 
but we should also keep the functionalities needed.  So we have to balance 
between minimalistic and being informative. As discussed above, the left 
navigation menu and the flow chart in the original design are a bit 
redundant, which causes there to be nor enough space for the node related 
detail information. So in the new design (see Figure 3), the left menu is 
removed, and the flow chart which represents the credit risk assessment 
process is used as navigation. By making each node in the flow chart 
clickable, the user can access the underlying information associated with the 
node, and since removing the left menu has gained more space for the detail 
information table on the right, the value overflow issue has been solved. 
Furthermore, the table in the new design has a font size of 16 px, which is 
the default text size recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C) [24]. This has greatly improved the readability of the information, 
thus giving users much better experience. 
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Fig. 3. The new design of the credit risk assessment user interface 
 

• Match between system and the real world 

The system should speak the users’ language, which means we should avoid 
using technical or professional terms that are unfamiliar to the user. 
Instead, we should use real world concepts that are more clear and easy to 
understand.  

In the original design, some complex underlying data is not properly 
handled and shown as [object Object], which is not understandable for end 
users. In the newly designed user interface, expandable table is employed to 
visualize those complex second level JSON data. Due to the fact that the 
JSON data used for visualization is dynamically generated and returned by 
different services, the second level data structure and number of items 
varies. Basically, there are two kinds of data structures: one is an array of 
JSON objects (see Figure 4), the other is an array of Strings (see Figure 5). 
We choose to present the first data structure in a table because we can see 
that all the keys in this data structure has a repetitive pattern, so a table is 
the most clear and efficient way to visualize this kind of data (see Figure 6). 
The second data structure is visualized as a group of tags, since tags provide 
a way of visually tagging UI object for quick recognition (see Figure 7).  

Those underlying data is hidden as default, and the number of items is 
shown in the icon (see Figure 8). If the user is interested in looking into the 
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details, he can easily access them by clicking the icon and expand the second 
level data (see Figure 9).  

 

 
Fig. 4. The second level JSON as array of objects 

 
 

 
Fig. 5. The second level JSON as array of Strings 
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Fig. 6. The second level JSON data visualized as table 

 

 
Fig. 7. The second level JSON data visualized as tags 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. The new user interface with hidden second level data 
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Fig. 9. The new user interface with expended second level data 
 

• Recognition rather than recall 

It is much easier to recognize something when you see it, than it is to 
remember it. When designing the user interface, it is better to give users 
options to choose from than to expect them find possible options by 
themselves. In the original design, users have to go through all the nodes to 
gather some specific information, and sometimes users have to memorize 
the location of some data. In the new design, we add a search bar which 
allows users to search for any value they are interested in. By typing any 
keyword into the search bar, a dropdown with all the matching values and 
corresponding node names will be shown (see Figure 10). By clicking 
interested value in the dropdown, the user will be navigated to that node 
and the selected value will be highlighted (see Figure 11). This feature makes 
it much easier for end users to access any information they need, thus 
facilitating their decision making process. 
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Fig. 10. The search bar with dropdown suggestions 

 
 

 
Fig. 11. Highlighted search result 
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• Flexibility and efficiency of use 

According to usability heuristics, the design should be flexible and can deal   
with a variety of situations. It should create a positive experience for both 
novice and advanced users. With the large amount of data in the credit risk 
assessment flow, an inexperienced user may find the information hard to 
understand. So when designing the new user interface, we present Boolean 
data in pictorial format. Since the way human brain processes information, 
visually presented pictures or icons are easier to understand than plain texts. 
Human do not have the innate cognitive ability to process words, it is a more 
advanced process our brains have to work through. However, our brains are 
more accustomed to process images, and visual communication is much 
faster than text [25]. 

A comparison between the original user interface and new user interface can 
be seen in Figure 12 and Figure 13. The new design has better readability, 
especially for novice users. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. The original user interface with Boolean texts 
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Fig. 13. The new user interface with Boolean icons 
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5 Evaluation of the user interface 

This chapter describes how the user interface is evaluated in this study. The 
result shows that the usability of the new user interface is greatly improved. 

5.1 Heuristic evaluation 

Heuristic evaluation is a usability inspection method that helps to find usability 
problems in a user interface design. It is also used to evaluate a user interface 
against a list of heuristic principles. Heuristic evaluation has many benefits. 
First of all, it can be conducted at any stage during the design process, which 
means the design can get feedback at the very beginning. Furthermore, it is 
relatively fast to conduct and the designer can also obtain results quickly. Last 
but not least, it can be used together with other usability testing methodologies. 

A heuristic evaluation is usually conducted by more than one usability experts,  
because one person will not be able to find all usability problems. Different 
people can analyze an interface from different angles and are more likely to 
identify a wider range of improvement. During the evaluation, a list of 
predefined heuristic principles is used as guidelines and each evaluator assign 
a severity rating to the usability issue identified. With the result, the designer 
can start to fix the usability problem [26]. 

In this project, the heuristic evaluation was incorporated into the iterative 
design and development process to find usability problems early on. A heuristic 
evaluation was performed on the existing user interface to identify problems. 
Based on the result of the heuristic evaluation, the interface is re-designed and 
implemented. Another evaluation was carried out on the new design to see if  
there are usability improvements. 

The heuristic evaluation was conducted with two evaluators and each evaluator 
inspected the user interface separately. The heuristics were chosen from Jakob 
Nielsen’s 10 heuristics on the basis of their applicability to the overall usability 
of the system. The heuristic violations were rated for severity by evaluators and 
the problems were documented. The severity was rated on the scale of 0 to 4 
based on Jakob Nielsen’s article [27]. 

• 0: I don't agree that this is a usability problem at all 

• 1: Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless extra time is 
available on project 

• 2: Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given low priority 
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• 3: Major usability problem: important to fix, so should be given high 
priority 

• 4: Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before product can be 
released 

The heuristic evaluation results can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2. From the 
results, we can see that the usability is greatly improved in the new design. The 
total number of heuristic violations has dropped from 6 to 2, all heuristic 
violations rated 2 and above have been fixed. The total severity has also 
decreased from 16 to 2, which means the new design gives user a better 
experience. 

 
 

Heuristics	violated Average	
severity

Problem	description

Visibility	of	system	status 0
When	the	user	clicks	the	left	menu,	the	
selected	node	is	highlighted	which	informs	
the	user	of	the	node	they	are	looking	at.

Match	between	system	and	the	
real	world 4

Some	values	in	the	data	table	are	not	
properly	visualized	and	are	shown	as	[object	
Object].

User	control	and	freedom	 0
The	user	can	freely	choose	the	node	and	
read	the	information	associated	with	the	
node.

Consistency	and	standards	 3.5 Some	of	the	values	overflow	the	table	and	
are	not	visible	on	some	screens.

Recognition	rather	than	recall	 2.5 It	is	difficult	for	the	users	to	find	specific	
information	in	the	user	interface.

Flexibility	and	efficiency	of	use	 2 Some	values	in	the	table	are	difficult	for	new	
users	to	understand.

Aesthetic	and	minimalist	
design

3 The	left	menu	contains	the	same	information	
as	the	flow	chart.

Help	and	documentation 1
The	system	lacks	of	help	and	documentation	
which	helps	the	user	to	understand	the	flow	
and	some	specific	terms.

 
Table 1. Heuristic evaluation result for the original interface 
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Heuristics	violated Average	
severity

Problem	description

Visibility	of	system	status 0
When	the	user	clicks	the	left	menu,	the	
selected	node	is	highlighted	which	informs	
the	user	of	the	node	they	are	looking	at.

Match	between	system	and	the	
real	world 0

Expandable	table	is	used	to	visualize	data,	
those	data	previously	shown	as	[object	
Object]	are	shown	as	nested	table	or	tags.

User	control	and	freedom	 0
The	user	can	freely	choose	the	node	and	
read	the	information	associated	with	the	
node.

Consistency	and	standards	 0 The	table	has	more	space	on	the	page	and	
there	is	no	value	overflow	issue.

Recognition	rather	than	recall	 0 A	search	bar	is	added	and	user	can	easily	
find	all	underlying	information.

Flexibility	and	efficiency	of	use	 1
Boolean	values	are	visualized	as	icons	which	
is	more	clear	to	users,	but	there	are	still	
some	values	that	can	cause	confusion.

Aesthetic	and	minimalist	
design

0 The	left	menu	is	removed,	the	flow	chart	is	
used	as	navigation	instead.

Help	and	documentation 1
The	system	lacks	of	help	and	documentation	
which	helps	the	user	to	understand	the	flow	
and	some	specific	terms.

 
Table 2. Heuristic evaluation result for the new interface 
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6 Discussion 

This chapter covers a reflection of the study, including the different 
methodologies used, answer to research question, the value of the study and 
some future work. 

6.1 Methodology of the study 

The overall purpose of the study is to investigate how to design and develop a 
user interface used for credit risk assessment and how to present data more 
intuitively, so that it can provide a better experience for end users. The 
methodology used in this study is a combination of scientific approach and 
project management approach. Since this study also covers the implementation 
of the user interface, technical approach is also considered. 

6.1.1 Scientific methodology 

The scientific methodology which is also the main investigation method of this 
study is Polya’s four steps approach. Polya’s four steps is initially designed to 
solve mathematical problems, but it is also suitable for solving other scientific 
problems. In this study, Polya’s four steps has been modified so that it can be 
better adapted to the needs of this study. 

The first step was to get a better understanding of the current user interface to 
find the problems and limitations. User-centered Design approach was applied 
in this step by trying to understand the needs and requirements from the users’ 
perspective. The end users were interviewed and their opinions were collected 
which was used as the starting point of the re-design. A heuristic evaluation was 
also done on the original interface to find more usability problems. 

The second step was to design the user interface with the aim to give the users 
better experience. In the design process, the result of the user interviews and 
heuristic evaluation was used as guidelines and the ambition was to fix all the 
heuristic violations. 

The third step was to implement the design so that it can be actually used by 
the end users. The user interface was implemented as a front end of a web 
application and the languages used were HTML, CSS and JavaScript. 
JavaScript and CSS libraries were used to accelerate the implementation 
process. The implementation result was shown to end users and was further 
refined according to their opinions. 
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The final step was to evaluate the new user interface. A heuristic evaluation was 
carried out to test the usability for the new interface. The result showed that 
most heuristic violations were fixed and the usability was greatly improved. 

To summary up, the modified Polya’s four steps has been successfully used in 
this study. It proves that the Polya’s approach is suitable for this kind of study, 
but the specific steps could be modified to be better applied to the specific study. 

6.1.2 Project methodology 

The project method used in this study is the MoSCoW method, which is a 
popular prioritization technique used in software development, project 
management and so on to get a common understanding with stakeholders on 
the importance of requirements. This methodology was utilized in this study to 
get a clear understanding of the requirements of the thesis project by ranking 
each requirement so that the important requirements can be delivered in time. 
Given the fact that the project involved multiple stakeholders, namely the 
student, the academic supervisor, the examiner and the company, MosCoW 
also helped different stakeholders to reach a consensus on the project. Since 
this study is a time-boxed project, MoSCow also helped the project student to 
determine how much effort goes into each requirement. The MoSCow method 
has been successfully applied in this study and the “Must have”, “Should have” 
and “Could have” listed in 3.2.2 have been delivered. 

6.1.3 Technical methodology 

Since part of the study is the implementation of a user interface, it is important 
to choose the right technologies and frameworks. Given the fact that the focus 
of this study is front end development, different front end technologies were 
considered. React was used because it is one of the most popular JavaScript 
libraries for building fast and scalable front end applications. Semantic UI 
React was chosen because it provides many UI components that can be used to 
accelerate the implementation process and it is also designed to work 
seamlessly with React. Dagre was used to make it easy to plot directed graphs, 
which is suitable to visualize the credit risk assessment process in Anyfin. The 
application was version controlled by git and the deliverable was stored in 
Anyfin’s GitHub repository. Those technologies and libraries were chosen 
because they are suitable for this kind of study. Moreover, some libraries were 
already used in their internal system, which makes integration easier. 
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6.2 Research question revisited 

The main purpose of this study is to answer the research question presented in 
section 1.2 of the report. This section covers the conclusions and values of this 
study. 

6.2.1 How to design a user interface suitable for credit risk 
management? 

To create a user interface that is user friendly and convey information clearly 
and effectively is a complex task. Although there are already a lot of theories 
and studies on how to design a user interface, no specific research on designing 
a user interface for credit risk management was found. 

The design approach used in this study is User-Centered Design. In order to get 
a better understanding of the users’ psychology, users were interviewed and 
their opinions were collected in the early stage of the study. UCD was further 
reinforced by heuristic evaluations where usability problems were found and 
the severity was rated. The design of the user interface was based on those 
findings, and due to the time budget of the study, the implementation was done 
alongside the design. The result was showed to the users and the interface was 
further refined based on their opinions.  

Due to the existing complex data structures in credit risk assessment, the main 
challenge of the study was to present those data to end users in a more readable 
and understandable way. During development, various ways of displaying the 
credit risk management data were considered and discussed. The final solution 
to display information was an expandable data table where the second-level 
JSON data can be hidden or displayed by user interaction. Different 
visualizations were used depending on the type and pattern of data, eg. icons, 
tags, etc. In order to give users a better experience in finding all the underlying 
data, a search function was implemented. By typing any keyword, a list of all 
matching values will be shown and the value will be highlighted in the table 
upon selection. 

6.3 Value of the study 

This study provides a method in designing and implementing a user interface 
suitable for credit risk management. This was done by optimizing and 
implementing a user interface used in credit risk assessment process in a 
financial technology company Anyfin. The results are able to help Anyfin to find 
a better way to visualize their credit risk assessment process and facilitate credit 
officers to make decisions. Furthermore, it also improves the usability of their 
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internal system and provides a better user experience for end users. The results 
could also give valuable insights to other companies or organizations in 
presenting their data in a more clear and effective way. 

6.4 Ethical aspects 

The process of assessing credit risk involves the use of large amounts of 
customer data to create credit scores and make decisions. Therefore, the 
protection of customers’ personal integrity is vital. When designing and 
developing the credit risk assessment interface, we have placed importance on 
protection of customers’ personal data. All the data used and presented in this 
study are from fake persons and are only generated for testing and demo 
purposes. 

6.5 Future work 

This project has so far resulted in a new design and implementation of a user 
interface in credit risk assessment process. However, there are still aspects that 
can be improved in the future. Based on the result from the heuristic evaluation, 
there are still minor usability problems in the system. For example, some of the 
values presented in the table still look like programming terms, which can be 
further optimized in the future. In addition, some kind of help functionality 
could be added to the system to help inexperienced users have a better 
understanding of the specific terms in credit risk assessment flow. Due to the 
resource constraints in the project, the heuristic evaluation was conducted by 2 
evaluators. The ideal heuristic study is typically conducted by 3-5 experienced 
evaluators who are not end users of the system. So more evaluators, ideally 
usability experts, need to be recruited in the future to have a more in-depth 
heuristic evaluation. Furthermore, formal usability tests could be conducted on 
end users in the future to give a more comprehensive evaluation on the new 
user interface. 
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